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Beat Pete

Documentary Series

11 Entertainment Canada 

Inc. (Toronto, ON)

Boomer Phillips best friend has an 

amazing talent. Known as Furious 

Pete, Pete Czerwinski is a body 

builder and top competitive eater 

who has never met a food he 

couldn't take down in world-record 

beating time. So Boomer is taking 

his friend on the road to challenge 

all the amateur competitive eaters 

out there.

Campus PD S1/S2                   

(Cineflix)

From investigating noise 

complaints and out-of-control 

house parties, to keeping the 

peace at sports events and 

arresting possible suspects, ride 

with the Campus PD as they tackle 

the ongoing challenge of keeping 

students safe.

Hardcore Cable                        

(Mountain Road Prod.) 

Service

Lineman, Cable Tower Climbers,  

Loggers, Fearless Cleaners 

(Skyscrapers, CN Tower ext, etc.), 

Bridge Builders, Construction 

Workers, etc.  A small group of 

people risk their lives everyday at 

incredible heights to earn a living.  

Big characters and even bigger 

risks.

Hockey Nation

(Pyramid Productions 1 

Inc., Calgary, Alb)

5 pivotal stories from across the 

country, Hockey Nation shows how 

the game lifts our spirits and 

kindles  dreams, sets up regional 

rivalries, offers new Canadians a 

way to fit in and, if you’re a Leafs 

fan, inspires 43 years of hope!

Le Cercle

Incendo

A rapid paced quiz show for 

adventurous participants to test 

their knowledge.
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Make It Work                       

(Cineflix)

Take one object - anything from a 

jet skit or a snow blower to a 

washing maching.  Watch as our 

resident expert takes it apart and 

then laugh as our two hopeless 

participants try and rebuild it.

Pyro FX

(Arcadia Entertainment 

Inc.)

Fred Wade is the top man in the 

pyrotechnics industry. Fred's family 

is the first family of fireworks. 

Working out of their family 

designed compound in rural Nova 

Scotia, his crew of 20 young pyro 

experts travel the world to deliver 

the big bangs. 

Python Hunters S1              

(Cineflix)

An elite squad of hunters is fighting 

back.  Patrolling one of the most 

beautiful and delicate 

environments on the planet, the 

Python Hunters are determined to 

get these invasive species under 

control.

Python Hunters S2                       

(Cineflix)

An elite squad of hunters is fighting 

back.  Patrolling one of the most 

beautiful and delicate 

environments on the planet, the 

Python Hunters are determined to 

get these invasive species under 

control.

Sean DeVries 

Development

(Curious Entertainment 

Inc.) 

2 full fleshed out development 

packages for OLN including demos 

+ written creative.

The Liquidator II               

(Anaid)

Jeff Shwarz is the liquidation king.  

Watch him buy low and sell high 

and keep the good moving!

The Liquidator III               

(Anaid)

Jeff Shwarz is the liquidation king.  

Watch him buy low and sell high 

and keep the good moving!
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Meet the Family - PLU G - 

Feb/14 Launch

The Visitors

(Smiling Toad Pictures, 

Toronto)

A young intelligent woman studying 

pre-law in University discovers she 

has a psychic ability and hits the 

road to explore the hidden world of 

the paranormal with her fearless 

friend in search of all the things you 

can't learn in a classroom.

World Champion 

(Worldwide Bag Media)

Our hosts will learn outrageous 

skills in just 1 short week - i.e. 

cockroach racing, beer pong - and 

compete to earn money and 

bragging rights at the end of every 

episode.

Vroom

(Fadoo Prod)

Vroom will entertain and inform 

both car junkies and casual car 

shoppers. Our hosts will guide 

viewers through the latest and 

greatest in automotive technology, 

while making sense of the cluttered 

world of cars. In a collaborative 

format, the hosts will interact with 

each other discussing the merits 

and concerns of each car, while 

showcasing what makes the car 

industry so interesting.

The Volunteer Project 

(Buck Productions)

You've been voluntold as a group 

of spoiled kids are taken out of 

their comfort zone and forced to 

help others not themselves




